
DC DANCE CHALLENGE & SHOWCASE ENTRY FORM GUIDELINES 

1. On Each Form you will check the type of entrant for each student (Adult or Youth Amateur or Pro-Am). then 

enter the Name of the Couple and the Age Division(s). Amateur Couples must dance in the division of the 

younger Partner. You may also enter in any age division that is below your current age division. 

2. Select the Dance Level which is appropriate for your student (s).You may enter the Dance level on or above 

your student current level of study. Please do not enter below your level. You may enter no more than 2 levels 

above your current level for single dances and 1 level for multi dances. No competitor may compete in more 

than 3 levels. 

3. If you are not dancing a recognized closed bronze curriculum you must dance in the Open category. It is an 

non-syllabus category. 

4. In order to compete in any of the Multi-Dance Challenges. You must have registered to dance in each one of 

those dances in the single closed dance category. Check on the updated entry forms on the website as some 

categories may change from time to time. 

NEWCOMERS-Must have taken less than 60 lessons of instruction at the time of entering the event and must 

also have never won a Top Newcomer Award. Bronze figures and styling must be adhered to Newcomers are 

not expected to wear dance costumes. Cocktail Dresses or Skirts are preferred. 

BRONZE-The Bronze syllabus should be adhered to with “closed footwork” in the smooth dances. Dance 

costumes may be worn if desired. 

SILVER & GOLD-The Silver and Gold syllabus should be adhered to, continuity styling is expected. Students 

are generally expected to wear costumes, but this is not mandatory.   

5. At DCDC we keep track of the Challenge winners and we do not allow the Bronze Champions to register in 

Bronze Championships after winning it twice. This motivates great dancers to move on to the next level, and 

create space for the less experienced Bronze competitors to win. 

5. You have the option of being judged Contested or Uncontested in each level. Even thou you will get numeric 

scores in every entry. 

Contested Entries are placed based on comparison of judges numeric scoring (0-100) among contested 

competitors. The highest score will be placed first and so on. Uncontested Entries are scored against the 

standard on the level in which you are dancing. The score is then converted to a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd placement by 

threshold. In addition, you can enter in Closed or Open Events. Our scoring system will always provide our 

competitors further feedback indicating how close you are from your competitors and the standards expected for 

your level and age group.  

6. Closed entries must strictly adhere to the figures in the syllabus level in which you are entered (Bronze I- half 

or Bronze II--full), and Open Bronze entries allow you to use more creativity without adhering to the school 

figures. Music for these entries will be played at strict tempo for the specific style being danced. The syllabi 

accepted (for closed levels) are NDCA, USISTD and DVIDA 

6. Check the Dances to be entered.  

7. Fill out the Solo Exhibitions and Formations form. 



8. Same sex competition is allowed. Simply fill out the form correctly to avoid confusion. Leader could be male 

or female, and follower could be male or female. 

EVENTS GUIDE 

SHOWCASE- Choreographed routines performed by couples to individual music that shall not exceed 3 

minutes. Music is to be provided by the dancer in the form of a CD with only  one musical number per CD. 

Appropriate costuming is expected. 

FORMATION- Choreographed routines performed by two or more couples on the floor at the same time 

forming lines and circles or whatever creative patterns possible. 

SCORING SYSTEM  

CONTESTED HEATS- All heats will be judged by proficiency scoring. That means that the judges will use a 

scale from 0-100 to express the score. The higher the score in comparison to the competition, the better the 

placement. The scrutineer will compare scores in between contestant competitors and mark 1st place, 2nd place, 

3rd place accordingly. This applies to couples (Pro-Am or Amateur)  dancing in the same dance level and age 

category. All scores and marks will be available on the competitors score sheet for later study. 

UNCONTESTED HEATS– All heats will be judged by proficiency scoring. That means that the judges will use 

a scale from 0-100 to express the score.  There is no comparison in between competitors although marks will be 

made by threshold. 1st place will range in between 94-100, 2nd will range in between 89-93 and 3rd will range 

in between 82-88. Judges will score based on dance standards that reflect age and dance level selected.  

POINTS, TOP AWARDS & MULTI DANCE CHALLENGE AWARDS 

 If you do not receive an award remember that awards, placement and winning is not the most important 

objective when competing. Success is related to effort, and is measured by self-improvement. If you are 

competing you are probably practicing more, studying more and dancing better…that is what really 

makes you a successful competitor.  

 All competitors will receive a score sheet with the judges scoring during Top students award ceremony. 

DC Dance Challenge proudly offer this to all competitors so that competitors instructors and coaches 

can keep track of their progress in competition. 

 Top Awards will be given to all levels available on the competition including Newcomer, Bronze 1, 

Bronze 2, Open (Advanced) Bronze, Newcomer Silver, Silver 1, Silver 2, and Gold 1 and Gold and 

above. Top Awards will be calculated based on the accumulation of points throughout the competition. 

Points will be awarded as follows: 1 point per entry, 5 points for a first place, 3 points for a second 

place, 1 point for a third place. If a competitor wins tops in two different levels. The winner will be 

awarded with the highest level only. Uncontested entries will get half of the points. 

 All winners of the Multi Dance Challenges will receive an special award. In order to compete in any of 

the Multi Dance Challenges, you must have registered to dance in each one of those dances in the single 

closed dance category. Check the entry forms on the website for correct Multi Dance categories 

offered.  From time to time these categories may change. 

 

 

 



DCDC Scoresheet Details 

Proficiency results will show the last name of the competitors, the judge’s marks, their average score, and placement. The 

placement will be resulted strictly by threshold and judges will not be comparing them with other couples. 

Numeric Scores Threshold:   

Average Score 94 and above 93 to 89 88 and below 

Placement 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 
 

Example1:  

Uncontested entry with proficiency scoring.Heat 1: L-A Bronze 1 proficiency Cha Cha 

┌─────────────┬──┬──┬────┬─────┐  

│Names        │A │C │Avg.│Place│  

├─────────────┼──┼──┼────┼─────┤  

│Sterne/Hong  │93│92│92.5│  2  │  Maybe they were a little off beat or using improper technique  

└─────────────┴──┴──┴────┴─────┘  for that level. If there was another couple competing against them in a 

contested heat they could have marked first. See example2             

                                               

If you enter in a contested entry your results will be presented on contested tables. You will be able to see, your team (couple) 

identification number, the judges marks, the total accumulated scores, and the placement. The placement in contested heat is by 

comparison of the total accumulated judge’s scores in between couples on the same level and age group.  

 
Example2: 

Heat 2: L-A Bronze 1- Cha Cha  

 

┌────┬──┬──┬─────┬─────┐ Here couple 104 (Sterne/Hong) competing contested against couple 106.  

│Team│A │C │Total│Place│ They have the same judges scores than before, on example 1. In this 

├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤ case they were placed 1. Their total accumulated score was 185 and is  

│104 │93│92│185  │1    │ bigger than 182 so they were place 1. 

├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤  

│106 │90│92│182  │2    │  

└────┴──┴──┴─────┴─────┘ 

 

Note if there was no competition in this contested heat both would have marked first regardless of the judge 

scores, because there was no competition 

Example3: 

 

Heat 3: L-A Bronze 1- Cha Cha    Heat 3: L-A Bronze 1- Cha Cha 

┌────┬──┬──┬─────┬─────┐                    ┌────┬──┬──┬─────┬─────┐ 

│Team│A │C │Total│Place│           OR       │Team│A │C │Total│Place│ 

├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤                    ├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤ 

│104 │93│92│185  │1    │                    │106 │90│92│182  │1    │ 

├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤                    └────┴──┴──┴─────┴─────┘ 

104 is competing alone so place is 1.       Couple 106, also, would get place 1 if 104 was not                    

.                                           there. 
 

On 3-Dance Challenge Competition the placement is done by comparison of the biggest accumulated score. 

Example 4: 

Heat 133: L-C Open Bronze- Contested Pro/Am Latin Closed 3-Dance Challenge (C/S/R) 

Cha Cha                  Samba                    Rumba 

┌────┬──┬──┬─────┬─────┐ ┌────┬──┬──┬─────┬─────┐ ┌────┬──┬──┬─────┬─────┬─────┐ 

│Team│A │C │Total│Accum│ │Team│A │C │Total│Accum│ │Team│A │C │Total│Accum│Place│ 

├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤ ├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤ ├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┼─────┤ 

│107 │95│94│189  │189  │ │107 │95│95│190  │379  │ │107 │95│90│185  │564  │1    │ 

├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤ ├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┤ ├────┼──┼──┼─────┼─────┼─────┤ 

│110 │94│94│188  │188  │ │110 │95│94│189  │377  │ │110 │94│92│186  │563  │2    │ 

└────┴──┴──┴─────┴─────┘ └────┴──┴──┴─────┴─────┘ └────┴──┴──┴─────┴─────┴─────┘ 

You can easily see the scores of each judge and how close was the competitors to each other. That gives more feedback 

than the usual system. 

Regardless of your placement, always take a close look at the judges scores. They will give you a more precise 

understanding of how you really did. Have in mind the threshold. 94 and above means you did very good according to the 

standarts , scores in between 88.5 and 93.5 means you had some mistakes, scores below 88.5 you had some consistent, 

easy to identify issues with the dance at this level. The dances you got a lower score, are the ones that need more work.  



All scores will be given considering level and age groups. 

 

First Place Threshold (Scoring 100 – 94) 

Scoring 99 -100 – Congratulations! Excellent/Consistent technique. Outstanding performance with emotional connection 

between music and partner. 

Scoring 97-98 – Congratulations! Excellent/Consistent technique. Emotional connection with music and, or partner could 

be better. Work on your expression and styling. Remember to have fun and enjoy yourself.  

Scoring 94-96-97 – Congratulations! Great performance with some minor technical inconsistencies. Scan your 

choreography for technical inconsistencies and continue drilling your technique to make it consistent. Work also on your 

stamina to maintain your great form throughout the dance. Take this competition as the training for the next one. 

Second Place Threshold (Scoring 93-89) 

 (not meeting the technical requirements for your age group and level) 

Scoring 92-93 – Good Performance with some mistakes. Continue working on your choreography, creating further 

awareness about alignments, balance & control. Investigate details about your frame, posture, poise, timing, balance, 

footwork, and partnership. You are so close…Keep up the good work! Or learn to hide better your mistakes. 

Scoring 89-90-91 – Good Performance with some consistent mistakes. Continue working on your choreography, creating 

further awareness and understanding about, frame, posture, poise, timing, balance, footwork, and partnership. Do not 

feel discouraged you had a good performance after all and you are a pleasant dancer. 

Third Place Threshold (Scoring  88 and below) – You have several consistent technical mistakes. It is time to re-group 

and really focus on your competitive technique. Continue working on your choreography, understanding and drilling 

proper frame, posture, poise, timing, balance, footwork, and partnership. Maybe you just got extra nervous and messed 

up?! It happens to everybody. Find here the motivation to work harder. 

Scoring 0-86 – Ups! You have major technical work to do. Talk to your instructor to make a plan, make it fun and do not 

lose the passion. 

 


